Royal Brides

In this eagerly anticipated companion
novel to Royal Target and Royal Secrets,
readers are invited back to the shimmering
Mediterranean paradise of Meridia, where
two royal weddings in a year are more than
stressfultheyre deadly ... Lovely Meridian
native Noelle Saldera yearns for adventure,
but as the daughter of palace servants,
working at Prince Stefanos royal wedding
may be as exciting as her life will get. But
her options change drastically when she
finds herself in the unlikely position of
diffusing a bomb at the ceremony and
being enlisted as the newest member of
Meridian Intelligence. And with another
wedding in the works, there can be no
more close calls when Prince Stefanos
brother, Garrett, walks down the aisle. The
bombing attempt at the first royal wedding
leaves few clues as to the assailants
identity. Desperate for answers, Meridian
officials enlist CIA agent Jeremy Rogers to
prevent a repeat occurrence at the
upcoming nuptials. The beauty of the plan:
the bride is Jeremys sister, so his cover is
foolproof. What no one could anticipate is
the instant connection between Jeremy and
Noelle. Now, with their hearts on the line,
the pair must work together to stop a
seemingly unstoppable enemy before time
runs out.

A look at all the royal wedding dress traditions and guidelines that brides follow leading up to their nuptials, and on the
actual wedding day. As we count down to Meghan Markle and Prince Harrys wedding on May 19, we look back on
other royal brides. From fringe to pearls and a never-ending cascades of diamond, royal brides from around the world
have glistened and gleamed in a host of - 7 min - Uploaded by Royal Fashion ChannelBritish Royal Weddings Beautiful British Royal Brides: - Mary of Teck, Queen Mary - Mary Finding the right dress to walk down the aisle in
is the most important decision for any bride. And when the eyes of the whole world are on you, Prince William and
Kate Middleton - Iconic Royal Weddings - Wedding For the lavish second ceremony, the bride wore Giorgio Armani, 7 min - Uploaded by Royal Fashion ChannelSimple, Elegant,Timeless and Beautiful Royal Brides: Meghan Markle,
Duchess of Sussex While we wait patiently for a first glimpse of Meghan Markles royal wedding dress, heres a look
back at dozens of iconic royal brides who With a mere three days to go until the long-awaited royal wedding, the
question remains of who will walk future bride Meghan Markle down the - 5 min - Uploaded by Royal Fashion
ChannelBeautiful Royal Brides: Queen Elizabeth II, Princess Grace of Monaco, Empress Farah Diba From the Queen
Mum to Kate Middleton, heres a look at the evolution of the royal bride.
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